
Try making your own flipbook

Choose 5 or 6 pieces of card

Draw a foodie picture at the 
bottom of each card

Join the cards at the top  
edge using a bulldog clip

Flip to see food in action

Some Foodie Flip book ideas

• An apple or a sandwich  
with a bite getting larger

• A bowl filling up with fruit

• A plate with a disappearing  
meal – yum

Emma Lupin highlights all the different ways food is produced – 
everything from a raw vegetable plucked straight from the earth  
to a processed vitamin pill made in a factory. She wants to draw  
our attention to the complexity of the food chain and our impact  
on the future of food production and consumption.

Mulkun Wirrpanda documents all the bush foods and bush medicines  
that have kept people healthy and strong. She wants to remind people 
to respect the environment and the plants that sustain us.

Add a drawing or a message to the chalkboard about the significance  
of food and its importance to people and the planet.

When you collect food whether in the bush, from your garden or at  
a shop you need a bag to carry it in. Look at the bags on display  
in the exhibition and hanging in the Story Larder. 

Choose a bag you like and make a drawing of all the different  
produce you imagine could be carried inside. Where did this  
produce come from? What will it be used for?

Christine Joy Barzarga has made an animation using drawings.  
Each drawing is slightly different to the last so that when  
the pages are flipped the drawing comes to life. You can see her 
drawings hanging on the wall and the animation on the e-tablet.

Christine has learnt to cook from her mum, Norma, and her grandma. 
She loves food and cooking with her family and wants to share her 
family recipe with you. Take Norma’s recipe card home with you and 
try cooking like a Filipino.

Share a Food Story

Choose a blank recipe card

Write or draw a food story  
on the back

Leave behind for others  
to enjoy

Some food story ideas

• A favourite recipe and  
how you learned it

• The first thing you ever cooked 

• The smells or tastes of  
your favourite foods

• A memorable meal or food  
for a special occasion

• Growing, buying or looking for food

• Your favourite food and  
why you like it

WELCOME!  
There are a number of things on  
the menu at the Story Larder.

Choose as many options as you 
like from the smorgasbord below 
to feed your creativity.
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